Recently, Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have been achieving impressive results on wide range of tasks. However, they suffer from being overconfident. In decisionmaking applications such as autonomous driving or medical diagnosing, the confidence of deep networks plays an important role to bring the trust and reliability to the system. To calibrate the deep networks many probabilistic and measure-based approaches are proposed. Temperature Scaling (TS) is a state-of-the-art measure-based calibration method which has low time and memory complexity as well as effectiveness. In this paper, we study TS functionality and show it does not work properly when the validation set that TS uses for calibration has small size or contains noisy-labeled samples. TS also cannot calibrate highly accurate networks as well as none highly accurate ones. Accordingly, we propose Attended Temperature Scaling (ATS) which preserves the advantages of TS while improves calibration in aforementioned challenging situations. We provide theoretical justifications for ATS and assess its effectiveness on wide range of deep models and datasets. We also compare the calibration results of TS and ATS on skin lesion detection application as a practical problem where well-calibrated system can play important role in making a decision.
Introduction
Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) show dramatically accurate results on challenging tasks such as computer vision [13, 38] speech recognition [11] and medical diagnosis [2] . However, in real-world decision-making applications, accuracy is not the only element considered and the confidence of the network is also essential for having a secure and re- Figure 1 : Output of a medical assistant system for skin anomaly detection. Before calibration, the confidence of the system is high for both correctly and misclassified samples which can be dangerous for missing the deadly cases with high confidence. After applying calibration, the network keeps the confidence of correctly classified samples high while decrease the confidence of misclassified samples. liable system. In DNNs, confidence usually corresponds to the output of a softmax layer, which is typically interpreted as the likeliness (probability) of different class occurrence. Most of the time, this value is far from the true probability of each class occurrence, with a tendency to get overconfident (i.e., output of one class close to 1 and other classes close to 0). In such case, we usually consider the DNN not to be well-calibrated. Calibration in DNNs is a recent challenge in machine learning community which was not an issue previously for shallow neural networks [34] . Gua et al. [12] studies the role of different parameters which makes a neural network uncalibrated. They show a deep network which finds the optimal weights by minimizing Negative Log Likelihood (NLL) loss function, can reach to the higher accuracy when it gets overfitted to NLL. However, the side effect of overfitting to NLL is to make the network overconfident.
Having calibrated network is important for real-world applications. In a self-driving car [5] deciding about transferring the control of the car to the human observer is taken regarding to the confidence of the detected objects. In medical care systems [16] , the deadly diseases can be missed when they are wrongly detected as a non-problematic case with high confidence. Calibration adds more information to the system which consequences reliability. Figure 1 compares the output of an overconfident system and get calibrated one for misclassified and correctly classified samples in a skin lesion detection system. The calibrated networks decrease the confidence in the case of wrongly detected samples while preserves the confidence for most of correctly classified ones. Calibration methods for DNNs are widely investigated in recent literature and can be categorized into two main directions: 1-probabilistic approachs 2-measure-based approachs. Probabilistic approaches generally include approximated Bayesian formalism [28, 31, 26, 4] . In practice, the quality of predictive uncertainty in Bayesian-based methods relies heavily on the accuracy of sampling approximation and correctly estimated prior distribution. Despite of significant achievements in distribution estimation, these approaches are complex and suffer from a significant computational burden, time-and memory complexity.
Comparatively, measure-based approachs are more practical. They are generally post-processing methods that do not need to retrain the network to make it calibrated. Temperature Scaling (TS) [12] is the state-of-the-art measurebased approach that comparing to the others, achieves better calibration with minimum computational complexity (optimizing only one parameter T to soften the softmax) which makes it the most appealing method in practice. It also preserves the accuracy rate of the network that can be degraded during the calibration phase. In TS the best T parameter is found by minimizing Negative Log Likelihood (NLL) loss respecting to T on validation set. One big challenge in real scenario is gathering enough number of samples for validation set. The other challenge is to label samples by an expert which is costly. Asking none professional experts to label the samples for decreasing the expenses, may bring labeling noise to the validation set, especially in medical applications. Therefore being robust to the noise and size of validation set is a rising need in calibration applications. Despite of TS interesting results, when the DNN is highly accurate, or the validation set is small or contains noisy labels, TS cannot calibrate the DNN successfully.
Contribution: In this paper, we propose a new TS family method which is called Attended Temperature Scaling (ATS) to make a better adjustment of confidence in DNNs. Comparing to TS algorithm, ATS preserves the time and memory complexity advantage of classic TS as well as intact accuracy while it brings better calibration. It specially works properly in the case of small-size validation set, highly accurate DNNs or validation set with labeling noise in which TS is not functioning well. We analyze theoretically ATS and demonstrate why it works better in these situations.
Related Works
Recently, in the literature there is interest in adapting NNs to encompass uncertainty. The studies are summarized into two categories of probabilistic and measurebased approaches. The probabilistic approach is referred to Bayesian theory [3] for estimating the conditional distribution of data. In these methods a prior distribution is defined on the parameter of a NN and given the training set, the posterior of the parameters will be computed. This is the general definition of Bayesian Neural Network which brings back the uncertainty to DNNs framework. As the exact Bayesian inference is not practical, a variety of approximation are proposed such as Laplace approximation [28, 37, 36, 18] , Variational Bayesian methods [29, 27, 4, 26] and Monte Carlo Markov Chains (MCMC) [31, 1, 7] to make Bayesian deep networks tractable. MC-dropout [10] is another probabilistic approach which removes the complicated training setup of Bayesian models and replace it with simple dropout in training and test phases. Gal et al. [10] show MC-dropout approximates Variational Bayesian inference. The testing and training time complexity of MCdropout is high. Although it is a simple approach to apply. Ensemble of DNNs [22] is another non-complicated probabilistic approach that can achieve better calibrated results than MC-dropout. In this method, an ensemble of different deep models are constructed by bagging. This approach is appropriate for the parallel computating with GPUs that can train multiple DNNs with lower time complexity. However, keeping the models in the memory during the test time brings high memory complexity to this method.
Measure-based approaches are much less complex in applying calibration comparing to probabilistic approaches. In measure-based approach, the main idea is to decrease the miscalibration of the network by minimizing a loss which is a calibration measure. The common calibration measures are: Negative Log Likelihood (NLL), Expected Calibration Error (ECE) [30] and Brier score [6] . Generally for training the neural network, NLL is used which simultaneously increases accuracy and decreases miscalibration. However, it easily gets overfitted and makes the network overconfident [12] . Kumar et al [21] propose a RKHS kernel based measure which they call it MMCE as a derivable surrogate of ECE (ECE is not smooth function). They use MMCE with NLL as the loss function which is minimized during the training to get the network calibrated. The other group of measure-based approaches like Temperature Scaling [12] , Platt-Scaling [35] , Histogram Binning [40] , Isotonic Regression [41] and Baysian Binning into Quantiles [30] finetune the softmax layer by keeping the DNNs' weights unchanged. They do not need to retrain the deep network from scratch and they only need to find the best parameter of softmax softening function by minimizing a calibration loss on a small validation set. Therefore they are appropriate for real scenarios in which the time and memory complexity of calibration is the concern such as autonomous driving [33] and weather forecasting [20] . In this paper, we have focused on Temperature Scaling family [12] and propose a new approach that can come into better calibration.
Problem Setup
In this section, we set up the problem, notations and introduce two different calibration measures that we will use in the following of the paper. Assumptions: We assume to have access to a pre-trained deep model D(·) with the ability of detecting K different classes. D(·) is trained on samples generated from distribution function Q(x, y). We also have access to a small
with the same distribution as the training and test set. For each sample
is the softmax output function of the model that here is interpreted as the confidence. Goal: The objective is to adjust h i in order to minimize calibration error of the model.
Measures for Calibration
Based on the different definitions given for calibrated model, two common measures are utilized in the literature which are NLL and ECE.
Negative Log Likelihood (NLL)
When the network is calibrated, the softmax output layer should be exact approximation of the true conditional distribution Q(y|x). To measure the calibration, the amount of similarity between S y (x) and Q(y|x) functions can be computed. As Q(y|x) distribution function is not available and only some generated samples from it are available (validation set), the similarity can be computed based on Gibbs inequality given in Eq. (1):
where E is the expected value function. The minimum of −E Q(x,y) [log P (y|x)] happens when P (y|x) is equal to the true conditional distribution of Q(y|x). This inequality is valid for any arbitrary distribution function P (y|x). NLL is defined as the empirical estimation of −E Q(x,y) [log P (y|x)] which in deep neural networks is rephrased as:
(2) NLL can be used as a calibration measure that shows the similarity between a probability function S y (x) and the true conditional distribution Q(y|x) of data in which the smaller means more calibrated.
Expected Calibration Error (ECE)
Another way to define calibration is based on the relation between the accuracy and confidence. Miscalibration can be interpreted as the difference between confidence and probability of correctly classifying a sample. For instance, in the case of a calibrated model, if we have the group of samples which has the confidence of S y (x) = 0.9, it is supposed to have 0.9 percentage of accuracy. Based on this definition of calibration, ECE is proposed as empirical expectation error between the accuracy and confidence [30] . It is calculated by partitioning the range of confidence between [0 , 1] into L equally-spaced confidence bins and then assign the samples to each bin B l where l = {1, . . . , L} by their confidence range. Later it calculates the weighted absolute difference between the accuracy and confidence for each subset B l . More specifically:
where N is the total number of samples. ECE is not derivable function, therefore we focus on NLL loss function as the measure for the proposed calibration method. However, we report the calibration error on NLL and ECE to show the model will get calibrated by both definitions.
Temperature Scaling (TS)
TS is a post-processing approach which rescales the logit layer of a deep model by parameter T that is called temperature. TS is used to soften the output of the softmax layer and makes it more calibrated. The best value of T will be obtained by minimizing NLL loss function respecting to T conditioned by T > 0 on validation set V as defined in Eq. (4):
where
, is the softed version of softmax by applying parameter T . TS has the minimum time and memory complexity among calibration approaches as it only optimizes one parameter T on small validation set. Having only one parameter helps TS not only to be efficient and practical but also not to get overfitted to NLL loss function when it is optimized on small validation set V.
Analyzing TS Approach
TS previously is applied for calibration [12] , distilling the knowledge [14] and enhancing the output of DNNs for better discrimination between the in and out distribution samples [25] . It only rescales the output of logit layer to calibrate the network which causes preserving the accuracy unchanged. For the post-processing calibration approaches, keeping the accuracy intact is an important property as the other calibration methods which can change the accuracy is in danger of overfitting to the validation set and accuracy drop. Referring to Eq. (4), by computing the derivative of NLL respecting to T and putting it equal to zero, we will have :
It shows regarding to the true label of the samples, TS selects the T value which maximizes the S y=k (x i , T * ) for k = y i and minimize S y=k (x i , T * ) for all the other k = y i . Therefore for correctly classified samples that y i = arg max(S y (x i )) the maximum confidence of the DNN is for the true class of the samples, T approaches 0 to increase the confidence twoard 1. For missclassified samples, T goes toward ∞ to decrease the confidence of predicted label which is misclassified and increase the confidence of the true label toward 1/K. The balance between the correctly classified and misclassified samples brings back the optimal point T . When the validation set does not contain enough correctly and misclassified samples, TS finds the suboptimal T value. This case happens in calibrating the highly accurate classifiers that the number of misclassified samples for them is few or when the size of validation set is small. TS is also sensitive to the noise of the labels as the optimal T value is dependent strongly on the true label of the samples in NLL loss function.
Attended Temperature Scaling (ATS)
TS cannot find the optimal T value when the number of samples in validation set is not enough. The idea of ATS is increasing the number of samples in the validation set with low computational cost. Previously, TS minimizes NLL to decrease the dissimilarity between the S y (x, T ) and Q(y|x). Instead, ATS attends to the conditional distribution of each class and decreases the dissimilarity between S y=k (x, T ) and Q(y = k|x) for each class k = 1, . . . , K. This setting brings a chance to increase the number of samples and robustness to the noise. As the first step, ATS should gather the samples from each class conditional distribution Q(y = k|x). It divides V into K sub validation sets M k which are supposed to contain the samples gener- ated from the Q(y = k|x). Naturally, the samples whose true label is y = k belongs to this subset. ATS also adds more samples from y = k classes (samples with different class label than k) to M k which have high probability to be generated from distribution Q(x, y = k). Selecting the most probable samples from other classes is done based on:
which is derived from Bayesian Theorem [17] . Eq. (6) says the probability that a sample belongs to distribution Q(x, y = k) is equal to the probability of belonging to the distribution Q(x, y = k) by applying weight W = Q(y = k|x)/Q(y = k|x). In this equation, Q(y = k|x) is equal to 1 − Q(y = k|x).
Referring to Eq. (6), ATS selects the samples with true label y = k which are more probable to belong to Q(x, y = k), i.e. selecting the samples with bigger W . To calculate W , ATS considers S y=k (x) as an approximation to Q(y = k|x). It selects the samples whose S y=k (x) is bigger than a threshold θ. Notice that those samples are generally located near to the boundary of classifier of class k. Figure 2 gives an example of selected samples for M k in the case of three class classification problem. Formal saying M k is:
where θ is a hyperparameter. After preparing the samples generated from each distribution Q(y = k|x), the optimal T value will be found by minimizing the dissimilarity between S y=k (x, T ) and Q(y = k|x). As ATS changes the distribution of data by adding surrogate samples from other classes to make M k subsets, NLL loss function is not a calibration measure for it anymore. Therefore, we propose a new calibration measure for ATS which can be used as the loss function to find the optimal T :
Eq. (8) describe the problem as the binary calibration setting where the labels of the samples are y i ∈ {k, = k} for each subset M k . We show in supplementary materials that minimizing L AT S with respecting to T on M k leads S y=k (x, T * ) to approach Q(y = k|x) for all k = 1, . . . , K. Consequently, S y (x, T * ) approaches Q(y|x) which means the model get calibrated. In other words, L AT S is a calibration measure for ATS that by minimizing it the model will get calibrated.
Analyzing ATS Approach
ATS considers M k as the samples which are generated from the Q(y = k|x) distribution regardless of their true labels. Therefore it is more robust to the noise than TS. Even for the term (1 − S y=yi (x i , T )) in L AT S which needs the true label of the sample, because it changes the problem to two-class-label y i ∈ {k, = k} instead y i ∈ {1, . . . , K}, it decreases the influence of the noise. ATS also increases the number of samples for estimating Q(y = k|x) by reusing the other class samples in the validation set which leads finding more accurate T values for small validation set. As the added samples are mostly near to the decision boundary, ATS also can improve calibration for the almost accurate DNNs that have few number of misclassified samples to cover that part of distribution.
Experiments
We conduct the experiments in two parts: 1-analyzing behavior of ATS 2-Impact of better calibration in making a decision maker application more reliable. In the first part, we compare ATS with different measure-based and probabilistic-based post-processing approaches in calibrating a wide range of model-dataset. We also compare the robustness of ATS versus TS to the noise of the labels and validation size to show empirically ATS is more reliable and robust than TS. In the second part, we demonstrate the impact of improvement in calibration for making a lesion diagnose system reliable. The list of models and datasets which are used in the experiments are as follows (more details are provided in supplementary material): Datasets: To investigate the validity of ATS, we test the methods on CIFAR-10 [19] , CIFAR-100 [19] , SVHN [32] , MNIST [24] , Calthec-UCSD Birds [39] and ImageNet2012 [9] . For the medical application we use ISIC [8] dataset that contains images of 7 different skin lesion types. Models: We try wide range of different state-of-the-art deep convolutional networks with variations in depth. The selected DNNs are Resnet [13] , WideResnet [42] , DenseNet [15] , Lenet [23] , and VGG [38] . We use the data preprocessing, training procedures and hyper-parameters as described in each paper. Experiment setup: In all experiments, we select 20% of the test set as validation and the rest as the test dataset to report the results on. For the experiments that have different validation size, the data is selected randomly from the validation set which is already separated from the test. For ATS method, hyper-parameter θ will be fine-tuned on validation to find the minimum NLL. According to the accuracy of the network, the search interval for θ is changing between 1. Temperature Scaling [12] : It is explained in Sec. (4) 2. Matrix and Vector Scaling [35] : Matrix Scaling applies a linear transformation on the logits:
Where σ is the softmax function which takes logit layer as an input, and S y=ŷ (x i , W, b) is the confidence of sample (x i , y i ). The parameters W K×K and b K are optimized with respect to NLL on the validation set. Vector Scaling is the relaxed version of Matrix Scaling in which W K×K is a diagonal matrix.
MC-dropout [10]:
A pre-trained model which is trained with dropout rate p = 0.5 is used with keeping the dropout active during the test. Each sample will be tested 100 times and the average of 100 confidences will be used as the final decision.
4. Ensemble [22] : The ensemble of 3 same-architecture DNN models, which are trained with different random initial weights. The final confidence is the average of the confidence of the models.
Evaluation metric We report the results based on two calibration metric ECE and NLL which are already explained in Sec. (3.1). For ECE we set the number of bins to 15 for all the experiments.
6.1. Results
Calibration
In Table 1 , the calibration result of TS family methods which have only one parameter for fine-tuning the softmax output layer is compared with Matrix and Vector scaling which apply a linear function on logit layer. TS family methods achieves better calibration results as well as preserving the accuracy rate of the network. It seems, however, Matrix and Vector Scaling can define more complex functions to soften the softmax layer, they suffer from over-fitting to the validation set in both accuracy and confidence. ATS in most cases calibrates the network better than all the others. Especially in the case of highly accurate networks such as VGG16-CIFAR10, ResNet110-SVHN, ResNet110-CIFAR10 and LeNet5-MNIST the calibration error improvement is more than the moderate accurate networks. This can be explained by the lack of misclassified samples in the validation set which prevents TS from converging to the local optima. Different T values which are found for TS and ATS methods with the selected threshold θ are provided in Table 2 . It shows even a small change in the value of T can improve NLL significantly.
In Table 3 we provide the calibration result of two post-processing probabilistic approaches. To compare with other measure-based approaches, we also report the results of the same model-datasets in the last three lines of Table 1. For investigating the impact of dropout in making the model calibrated, we have trained LeNet5-MNIST, VGG16-CIFAR10 and VGG16-CIFAR100 model-datasets with and without dropout. The only model that uses dropout during the training is MC-Dropout. It shows MC-Dropout and ensemble can improve the accuracy and calibration of the model simultaneously and make the model more calibrated than other measure-based approaches. However, they increase time and memory complexity and they cannot be used to calibrate an already pretrained models.
Robustness to Noise
As explained in Sec. 5.1, theoretically ATS is more robust to noise than TS. In this experiment, we empirically investigate the robustness of ATS to noise in comparing to TS method. We select four different combination of modeldatasets and apply 5 times a range of random noise from 10% to 50% to labels and report the mean and std of NLL (more results are provided in supplementary material). The behavior of ATS and TS are depicted in Figure 3 . It shows TS is sensitive to the label noise and even with few percentage of labeling noise it cannot converge to optimal T . However, ATS is more robust to labeling noise and still can calibrate the model when the labels is not severely defected.
Robustness to the Size of Validation Set
ATS is much less sensitive to the size of the validation set comparing to TS. Figure 4 depicts the results for ATS vs. TS in calibrating four different model-datasets (more results are provided in supplementary material). Each experiment is conducted 5 times and the mean and std are reported. When the validation size is small, TS is not stable. By increasing the number of samples, TS converges to the optimal T value. ATS comparing to TS can find the optimal T by smaller size of the validation set and it is more stable. 
Application
In this section, we show the impact of calibration to improve the decision making in medical assistant system. One of medical applications is anomaly detection for skin spots. We use ISIC [8] dataset which contains 10000 images of 7 different skin lesion types. We divide the dataset into two randomly selected parts of training and test samples with 6000 and 4000 samples respectively. As the number of samples for training is not enough we applied data augmentation which increases both the amount and diversity of data by randomly augmenting to train the ResNet200. Training settings and details of application is reported in supplementary materials.
In a medical assistant system, the final confidence is used to refer the patient to specialist for further experiments. Therefore the ideal detection system should be certain when it correctly classifies a sample and uncertain when it missclasifies a sample. However, it is obvious that the system cannot be certain about the correctly classified samples which are located near to the decision boundary. The ResNet200 trained model on the dataset is overconfident. We divide the test set into 400 images validation set and 1600 test images. Later, we apply TS and ATS to calibrate the model. The results of calibration is reported in Table  4 . In a referral system, the samples that have higher confidence than a specific threshold, they will be accepted as the correctly classified and for the samples which have the confidence less than the threshold it will be referred to the specialist for further experiments.
ATS improves calibration in order to have better referral system. To compare which method of TS or ATS can operate better as a referral system, we plot percentage of correctly classified samples that have confidence higher than the selected threshold versus percentage of misclassified samples that have confidence lower than that threshold. Figure 5 compares uncalibrated , calibrated with TS and ATS for different values of threshold which is changing in the interval of [0, 1] with step size 0.05. The Area Under Curve (AUC) is provided. It shows ATS by better calibration can improve the decision making system to refer less correctly classified cases to the specialist and do not miss the misclassified one by not referring them. Figure 6 gives some examples of canfidence output of the sytem before and after calibrating with TS and ATS methods. Comparatively, ATS can increase the gap between the confidence of correctly and misclassified samples more. 
Conclusion
Despite of dramatically improved accuracy of deep neural networks, they suffer from being overconfident. In this paper, we proposed ATS as a practical solution for calibrating DNNs. ATS is a Temperature Scaling family method which tries to find the optimal T value for rescaling the softmax layer and makes it more calibrated. ATS can find the optimal T in the situation that the deep network is highly accurate, validation set is small or when it contains noisy labels where classic TS fails to find the best T . ATS is a post-processing approach that does not need to retrain the network for calibrating it which makes it an appropriate solution for calibrating already pretrained models and can be used in many applications as a practical solution.
